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Learning Intentions
Participants will know, understand and be able to:
● Identify key features of Innovation Configuration 

Maps
● Understand why and how an IC Map is valuable in 

guiding change
● Develop a draft IC Map for a problem of practice





3,700 students
2 elementary schools
• PK-5; 800-900 students
2 secondary schools
• 10-12 ALC; 100 students
• 6-12; 1,800 students

Who We Are

• 43% Students of Color
• 50% Free/Reduced
• 5% English Learners



IB Continuum



IB Continuum

K-5 6-10 11-12



IB Mission Statement

The International Baccalaureate® aims to develop
inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help

to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural 
understanding and respect.

To this end the organization works with schools, governments and 
international organizations to develop challenging programmes of 

international education and rigorous assessment.

These programmes encourage students across the world to become 
active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other 

people, with their differences, can also be right.



Our problem of practice:
● Lack of clear vision…

○ What does it mean to be IB?

● Learn how to implement one thing well

Who We Are



Our journey:
● Standards for Professional Learning

○ Implementation

Who We Are



Implementation

• Professional learning that increases 
educator effectiveness and results for all 
students applies research on change and 
sustains support for implementation of 
professional learning for long-term 
change.
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Our journey:
● Standards for Professional Learning

○ Implementation

Who We Are

● Implementation: 
Where Art Thou? by 
Shirley Hord (Ch. 2)



 

The learning
is  in  the 

conversation.
~Jen York-Barr



● Identify areas of 
continuous improvement 
within your setting that:
○ lacks a clear vision
○ has not been fully 

implemented
● Be ready to share at 

least one with the group.

Problems of Practice



What is an IC Map?



Innovation Configuration Map.

● Used to assist and support growth in implementation.

● Provides a clear vision / picture / depiction of the 
practice in operation

● “A word picture of the standard in practice.”

● Uses common vocabulary for dialogue.

● Sets the expectations.

● IC Maps are not used to evaluate.

What is an IC Map?



A thinking routine from Harvard’s Project 
Zero designed to slow down thinking.

Look at the IC Map for a moment
● What do you see?
● What do you think about what you see?
● What do you wonder about?

See - Think - Wonder



See - Think - Wonder



See - Think - Wonder



See - Think - Wonder



Remember, an IC Map:
● is used to assist and support growth in 

implementation.

● provides a clear vision / picture / depiction of the 
practice in operation

○ “A word picture of the standard in practice.”

● uses common vocabulary for dialogue.

● sets the expectations.

● IC Maps are not used to evaluate.

What is an IC Map?



Why use an IC Map?



6 Strategies
that guide and support 

implementation

1. Create shared vision of 
change integrated into 
practice in high-quality 
way

2. Invest in professional 
learning

3. Plan for implementation 
and identify required 
resources

4. Monitor progress
5. Provide ongoing assistance
6. Create context conducive 

to change

Fullan, M, Hord, S. & von Frank, V. (2015). Reaching the highest standard in professional learning: 
Implementation. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin.



STRATEGY 1: Create a shared vision of the change when it 
has been integrated into practice in a high-quality way

Recipe to create a shared Vision

1. Create Vision 
2. Create IC (Innovation Configuration) map as roadmap
3. Share Vision
4. Share Vision
5. Share Vision
6. Share Vision
7. Repeat



STRATEGY 2: Invest in professional learning

- No change can succeed without effective learning about 
change 

- IC map informs the change leader and the learner about 
the goal 

- Shorter sessions across periodic intervals
- 3 outcomes: knowledge, skill, and transfer along with 

peer coaching makes a significant difference in all 
outcomes 

- Investing in significant time with competent coaches for 
transfer of learning to occur

- Need to have a well-conceived and clearly articulated 
plan 



STRATEGY 3: Plan for implementation and identify the 
required resources

● Develop a plan with a clear vision and create the steps 
that will be taken to get there

● Collaboration and transparency should rule the 
conversation

● Implementation efforts without sufficient resources lead 
to delay and frustration.

● Be realistic about resources that will be available and 
prioritize those that are most compelling

● Prioritized abandonment
● Link adopted practices to state and district policies



Leading Complex Change



STRATEGY 4: Monitor progress

Ongoing cycle:

evaluate, monitor and assess - current progress - adjust and 
start again!

All while, having a challenging, supportive conversation. We 
have your back and want you to succeed!



STRATEGY 5: Provide ongoing assistance

Assessment must be used to provide clear ongoing feedback.

Use tools or processes that will reveal clearly the status 
of the implementer's progress.

Facilitator needs to be able to adjust to the variety of 
implementer’s needs.



           

 

Strategy 6: 
Create a context conducive to change



Silently read “Using IC to Support the 
Strategies”

Ask: How do IC Maps help implement 
each of the six strategies?

Be ready to share your thinking.

6 Strategies & IC Maps



How to create an IC Map?



● Selected C3: Teaching & Learning (16 practices)
● Chunked practices together
● Developed ideal variations
● Crafted less-than-ideal variations
● Created category names and 1-sentence 

description

Our Experience

IB Teaching & Learning IC Map
(or maybe: South St. Paul Schools’ Framework for Teaching)

Team: IB/Curriculum Coordinators and Director
Process:
● Studied IB Standards & Practices



○ What elements of ideal variation could be 
absent and still be acceptable?

○ Continue removing elements through least 
ideal variation.

○ Is there enough of a difference between 
variations/columns?

Lessons Learned
IB Teaching & Learning IC Map
● When identifying less-than-ideal variations:



Think of the essential elements

For one, develop 1-2 sentence description

Identify key components

Describe ideal variation of implementation
● Use active language (i.e., The educator will…)

Let’s Practice

Vision:

Key Components 1 2 ... 5

Ideal 
variation



Sharing your thinking



How to use an IC Map?



Individually
● Self-assess
● Identify targeted area for improvement
● Determine next best learning move

Collectively
● Plan for professional learning
● Coach teams and/or individuals
● Monitor progress

How to use an IC Map





Continue to draft your IC Map:

● Create sentence descriptions

● Identify key components

● Describe ideal variation of 
implementation
● Remember: use active language (i.e., The 

educator will…)

Coaching & Consulting



Q & A

Feedback
Session 2210

Use conference app or:
http://bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback

Contact us:

Closing & Reflections

chad.schmidt@sspps.org
dtiffany@sspps.org
rhigbea@sspps.org

@chad_schmidt
@datiff
@MrRyanHigbea



Post-Session Evaluation

Take our 3 minute survey!

Your feedback will be used to:
● Understand the impact of our session
● Improve our facilitation

bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback

Your responses power our                                   report

Session ID: 2210

NOTE: Session ID should be in all CAPS 
and is case-sensitive.


